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«Clearly overweight in US shares»
Seven Questions for Kay Fischer

1. What is your investment strategy?
We have a combined sector and country approach to investment. In sectors which
account for two thirds of the fund, we invest in individual securities with a stock market
capitalisation of over a billion. In the country section, which makes up one third, we use
ETFs. In addition, thanks to an indicator we have developed ourselves, we hedge the
whole portfolio against price slumps of more than 10%. This is because it is not much
help to our customers if we tell them that the index has fallen by 40%, but we have
achieved an outperformance at minus 35%. We deliberately don’t hedge the currency
risk.
2.

There has been turbulence on the markets in recent weeks.
What does the future hold?
In the medium term, the upward trends are intact. But now we are expecting a
countermovement in response to the price losses of recent weeks, and we don’t yet
envisage a favourable entry opportunity. We think we are currently in a consolidation
phase which will continue to the end of the year. But this is a sideways movement, not
a crash.
3. Which are your preferred countries at the moment?
We are clearly overweight in US shares, which we have continued to build up at the
expense of the European periphery, i.e. Spain, Italy and France as well. In addition, we
are also focussing on newly industrialised countries – Brazil, Mexico and India. In
China, we mainly hold technology shares, via the Powershares Golden Dragon ETF,
which is quoted in the USA.
4.

American shares are valued higher than European shares.
Doesn’t that deter you?
Of course, in the USA the dividend level is less than the return from 10-year
government bonds. In Europe, it is the other way round. However, the USA is more
dynamic commercially and there is more innovation. This is particularly true in the
technology sector on which we focus heavily. We also anticipate that the dollar rate will
continue to rise.
5. Which other areas do you focus on and which do you avoid?
Apart from technology, we are also overweight in the healthcare sector. We are
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currently backpedalling somewhat in the telecoms sector. We will get into energy
shares and power suppliers as soon as the valuations come down a little. We are also
cutting down on shares in manufacturers of long-life consumer goods such as cars for
example and luxury goods. We continue to have very little commitment in the financial
sector.
6. Which are the biggest stocks in the portfolio?
Apart from the ETF in China which I have already mentioned, there is Google, the
German telecoms company Drillisch, the American chicken meat producer Pilgrim’s
Pride and Norwegian salmon farm operator Salmar. Tyre manufacturer Continental and
car supplier Leoni are also big stocks, though we have started to cut down on these.
7. Do you hold any Swiss securities?
Yes, Richemont, though we are tending to reduce this stock. Apart from Sonova, we
also have another ETF which tracks the SMI so that a total of 11% of the portfolio is
invested in Swiss shares.
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